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moment led him to believe that the interview had led literally
to the consecration of two minds to a single thought. But Thoiry
soon was seen to lead nowhere. It is often said that for him the
net result of Thoiry was complete disillusion, that thereafter
the dream faded and the policy became merely a hand-to-mouth
policy of getting what could be got. That is not so. From the
famous "idyll" he drew that last necessary encouragement that
fixed the idealist policy in his own mind; from its immediate
sequel he gained a salutary lesson against taking things for
granted, and a due appreciation at once of the terrific strength
of French nationalism, and the ease with which it assumes the
disguise of internationalism. By 1927 he had come to realize
that it would be more difficult to find a majority for a Stresemann
policy in France than it would be to find one in Germany, and
that he would have to suit his method to that realization. The
salutary result of Thoiry, as far as he was concerned as foreign
minister of Germany, was that he had to admit that it was not
only a case of convincing the French of the wisdom of the Franco-
German unity of which he dreamed, but that he would have to
fight positively to prevent the French turning dream and
dreamer to French advantage. He learned after Thoiry that,
in addition to France which no less than other nations held
"idealists," chauvinists, and internationalists in equal numbers,
there was a French system which actually existed as a rival to
his own plan for the reconstruction of Europe. The challenge
was not merely a spur to courage; it was a clarifying agent
of thought.
Much has been written about Thoiry and to little purpose,
the commentators varying from accusing both protagonists of
sheer bad faith to regretting once again that they were both
grossly ignorant of economics. Thoiry was and remained even
after the disillusion a symbol; he never really conceived of it as
an agreement. He did, indeed, believe when he took leave of
Briand that he could count on being given definite tangible
evidence of support, without having perpetually to specify and
fight for the particular item of support he wanted, and he was
quick to realize his own credulity. But to him Thoiry was always

